ACROSS
1. Of the lower body
6. Arabic name for God
11. Sack
14. A small songbird
15. Pretence
16. American Medical Association
17. Effusively emotional
19. Central Processing Unit
20. Gnat
21. Graven images
23. Highest point in an orbit around the Earth
27. Vistas
28. Bureaucratic
32. Sporting venue
33. Lengthways
34. Dance step
37. Opening for escaping air
38. What bees do
39. Color of a clear sky
40. S
41. Impose
42. Chisel with a concave blade
43. Lacking conviction or boldness
44. Send forth
45. Energetic
48. Children
49. One who weeps
50. Place seeds in the ground (2 words)

DOWN
1. Contingencies
2. Untruth
3. Hotel
4. Play a role
5. A grotesque product of the imagination
6. Older
7. Respiratory organ
8. Low-calorie
9. A king of Judah
10. In the shape of a coil
11. Often fried with eggs
12. More than enough
13. Unit of magnetic flux density
18. Comportment
22. Delete (abbrev.)
23. American aloe
24. Minute openings
25. Kilns
26. Fellow
27. Adult male deer
29. French for "Morning"
30. Be
31. 9th
34. Furthest planet in the solar system
35. Hand tool for boring holes
36. Sows
38. Humus and dirt
39. Brought into existence
41. The area between the tee and the green in golf
42. Making headway
43. Enemy
44. Send forth
45. Weighing machine
46. Earlier in time
47. A long narrow range of hills
50. Thailand
51. Monster
52. At which time?
55. Female sheep
56. "Neither ___"
57. 7th letter of the Greek alphabet
58. Collection or series
59. South southeast
Solution

ILIAC CALLAH BAG
FINCH GUISE AMA
SENTIMENTAL CPU
MIDGE IDOLS
APOGEE SCENES
GOVERNMENTAL
ARENA AXIAL PAS
VENT STING BLUE
ESS FOIST GOUGE
FAINTHEARTED
SPROIL MINORS
CRIER SOWIN
AID WEIGHTINESS
LOG AWARE NOTES
ERE YEMEN GRATE
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